
COSTED CONDITION SURVEY REPORT (YEARS 1-10) FOR THE WAR MONUMENT, CANON SQUARE, MELKSHAM

Ref LOCATION / 
ELEMENT

DESCRIPTION DEFECT / KEY ISSUE RECOMMENDED REPAIR IMMEDIATE ACTION 
FOR HEALTH & 

SAFETY REASONS 
£/,000's

WORKS REQUIRED IN 
YEARS 1-2      £/,000's

WORKS REQUIRED IN 
YEARS 3-10      

£/,000's

1

1.1 Monument Crucifix head stone The monument exhibits isolated points of wear, as discussed above, it 
is not believed necessary to undertake expensive repairs at this time 
and only minimal intervention over the coming 10 years. The loose 
stone to the higher level crucifix faces should be inspected annually 
and the worse areas lightly raked back to avoid falling shards of stone 
splinter. The cost of new stone work seems excessive a task, at this 
time. 

Allowance should be made following the annual inspection to liaise 
with a proficient stone mason and the Conservation officer to agree 
sympathetic ground stone ‘plastic stone’ repairs should the depth of 
raked stone become excessive. Cost estimate for inspection and 
repairs each year £650. 0.00 0.65 1.95

1.2 Pillar 2-part stone pillar Exhibits contour scaling to the shaft. Monitor , as above, pock mock plastic stone repairs will be required 
and clarified during annual inspection. Cost included above.

0.00 0.00 0.00

1.3 Steps Octagonal stone steps Noted to exhibit isolated replacement and cut-in sections of new 
matching stone.

Allow for reactive cutting in costs but no obvious issues required over 
the next 10 years.

0.00 0.00 0.00

1.4 Plaques Bronze memorial plaques General fading and pollution patination. Allow to cleanse every 5 years and apply cleaner/sealant system such 
as Brasso.

0.00 0.25 0.25

1.5 Paving Reconstituted concrete paving Weed growth
0.00 0.30 0.00

1.6 Paving Reconstituted concrete paving Repointing paving gaps where excessive Repoint between paving or lay bedding sand between. 0.00 0.75

1.7 Walls Dwarf stone boundary walls The natural stone boundary appears to have been hit by a vehicle 
towards the far end location, with rudimentary repairs undertaken.  

The area in question is approximately 3m in length, full height to the 
wall, which will require the partial rebuilding of this section.  It is likely 
that the existing stonework, if removed carefully, could be reutilised, 
along with a sympathetic lime cement-based mortar system. 

0.00 2.20 0.00

1.7 Walls Dwarf stone boundary walls Isolated capping stone pieces are noted to be missing to the far end 
where weed growth is noted to be growing out of the tops of the dwarf 
wall.  

The weed growth will be exacerbating the breakdown of the wall 
structure and it would be beneficial to consider removing the weeds 
altogether and replacing with an aesthetically sympathetic capping or 
coping stone piece.  

0.00 1.80 0.00

1.7 Walls Dwarf stone boundary walls Elsewhere, piecemeal checking of all brick capping pieces and eroded 
lime mortar would be beneficial over the next one/two years, with a 
view to re-bedding in sympathetic lime mortar and repointing as and 
when required. 

 Isolated areas of stonework would benefit from stabilising though 
nothing of any severity. 

0.00 0.80 0.00

0.0 6.8 2.2

2

2.1 Safe Access Allowance for access to inspect Ladder may suffice. Mini - tower scaffold

TBA TBA TBA

0.0 0.0 0.0

3

3.1 Tree proximity General. No immediate issues were noted but this should be kept under review. No works currently identified.

0.0 0.0 0.0

3.2 Invasive vegetation General. No immediate issues were noted but this should be kept under review. No works currently identified.

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 6.8 2.2
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